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About This Game

ThreadSpace: Hyperbol is an action-strategy game set in the distant future. Players battle each other on roads in space as they
pilot massive ships capable of firing a wide variety of weapons. Create defenses, coordinate with your team, and launch an

assault against your opponents to achieve victory!

Countless strategies: Over 30 unique projectiles are at your disposal to attack the enemy, fortify your defenses, and assist
your allies.

Tactical team play: Coordinate with a team of players to defeat your opponents where every player can have unique
strengths and weaknesses. Up to 16 players online.

Customizable ships: Acquire ships to control and customize their design by selecting different parts and colors.
Customize the way your ship behaves by installing new components that alter its attributes.

Persistent universe: Play as a character you create that can gain levels and credits. Purchase new ships and components
with the credits you earn to truly distinguish your character in the universe.

Online ladder system: Compete against other players online and see who the best pilots are. Earn rewards for being on
top.

Awards: Demonstrate your skill by earning in-game awards like "Bounty Hunter" and "Combat Mastery".
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Voice communication: Talk to your team to plan your attacks and coordinate your abilities.

Create custom maps: Make your own maps with the Map Editor to play them online and with your friends.
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threadspace hyperbole

Phone game port.. short and neat with good piano looping piano song but pointless unless you want letters and numbers for your
Steam profile.. i love this it was more harder then the original game and it was fun still they cant get pas my first awsome trap
layout anyway i love the story teller i wish ther were more game like this. An interesting premise for a police management game,
but it quickly becomes a plodding, card-slotting slog by the mid-game, occasionally hampered by the RNG system deciding a
third of your staff will not show up on a particular day or will turn in drunk. The narrative framing story ends on a bleak note,
with your agency on the final conclusion being somewhat minimal.. I recommend it only if you get it on sale, and you like the
graphic style, and you have a Xbox 360 controller that works on your PC.

It was satisfying wandering around killing things and exploring, and I liked the game up until the driving levels. There's lots of
unfair and unbalanced parts, but they give you a checkpoint right before so it's not that bad.

The keyboard + mouse controls are really bad though, you use the number keys to drink health potions and do 1 of 2 special
moves, and your mouse is used to move places and attack. Which made combat really awkward.. This is a very slow game. The
best description I can give is It's like combining an active game of mine sweeper with a monster that follows you while having
different parts within the levels to figure out how to get past. The levels are short but there can be some of a challange in each
one.

From some of the comments I've read, it's supposed to mess with your mind as you read the bits of information in each of the
levels. The text that is supposed to get you pulled in for the psych part is so small you will probably miss a lot of it until you
notice more of it appearing. This game feels like it had a hint of psych thriller but not enough to pull me in. The monster you are
chased by appears to be the thing life guards would have at pools, the long floaty thing attached to the board that is supposed to
help injured people safely out of the water. The game play is enjoyable but not great. The feeling I had while playing it is
unenthusiastic, not in a bad way because I did enjoy it a bit. It's a game to play when you just don't care. Don't care about
winning, dying, or giving up half way through a level.

I got this game in a bundle and have no worries about however much of it went towards this game. If you are interested and
want to get it, I'd say wait for a bundle or sale before getting it. The $4 price tag isn't bad but I'd put it more towards a $2 game..
THE BEST Ro2/RS mod in the history of the franchise!. I got stuck at the menu listening to the awesome music.
Not recommended if you are a GoT fan.. Game crashes when open for around 20 seconds and then the exe literally self
destructs itself after closing, 10/10 would play again.. Way better than the first one! Totally worth the $10.
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This is a fairly disappointing expansion to a fairly disappointing game. The only good thing I have to say is that it lets the player
use a save file from the original game, so all the♥♥♥♥♥♥I did and leveled up wasn't just a waste of time. Unfortunately, like
Gothic 3's expansion, this takes place outside of the main story, which is depressing, especially considering how well Gothic 2
nailed it.
The very linear add-on takes place in a massive, unexplored chunk of the map from the main game. It just seems like a tease, to
have it there in the first place, with this expansion being the only way to get to it. However, this significantly smaller area
doesn't give me the stuttering problems I had in the original game, leading me to believe that the engine is just set up to render
most of the playable world simultaneously.
As I mentioned earlier, the player can import a leveled character, but this snaps the already fragile difficulty in half, because by
this point most of the skills are probably maxed out. I kept pausing the game to check whether I was really still playing on the
hardest difficulty because this was such a cakewalk, and on top of all that, there is much better equipment to be had here as
well, making it even easier. I don't think I died even once.
Finally, it's too short. I beat the thing in less than 3 and a half hours, and I did every single quest... not that the expansion has a
lot of quests to begin with, but that just goes to show how utterly lacking in content this $15 is. Thank God I got it on sale, at
least.. Fus MEH no!. Awesome game! This is probably the best multi-mini game title I've played so far in virtual reality. This
game shines most in group settings where friends can compete against one another. I unfortunately haven't been able to do that
but it's still a fun game to play solo as there are leaderboards for each game.

I've played VR games that only contain one of these types of games and that play worse. Defintely worth checking out, double
definitely if you have friends to play with.

My overview: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6bGytvE60Ps. It's a funny game but don't make the mistake to pay 20 euro
for this - IT DOESN'T WORTH THAT KIND OF MONEY.
Especially because I can't get rid of the feeling the game is "programmed"to give you the cards you need each time you fold.....
This game is no gem of the Painkiller Series, it is more or less one of the games that could probably rightfully be called a lemon.

Given there are some things that are good, the game itself isn't - it is a repetition of the original game just with much larger
Levels - the first level is huge, as are most of the other levels, and this is causing one of the problems of this game. The loading
time also is very "huge" - sometimes you wait for what seems an eternity just to start the level, reloading also takes a lot of time
when you die during the level.

The graphics are as they were in the original Painkiller, but there is not much new about this episode regarding the graphics. The
level design is what might also be a great drawback, you are left alone and you will fail - a lot of times just by walking off in the
wrong direction or because the level was designed to make the player suffer. A good example is the spiral staircase in the
cathedral, another one the chaotic layout of the valley, were you suddenly can't stop a skid and fall into your death. But there are
even worse design errors - like the sparsely added new demons and monsters. Off course the huge levels are looking good, but
the design errors are unforgiving and regretfully also unforgivable.

The story starts out nice, in comic style you are told why you are cast into "hell" - but then the game starts and you realize, "Oh,
it still is purgatory... Bummer!". It had a lot of potential, which is regretfully left unused. I know some people who love the
game as a multiplayer game - but it still is bugging around a lot, and furthermore - the loading time is taking again away a lot of
fun for this game.

Graphics: 7\/10 (some options have to be customized, especially on some newer cards)
Sound: 6\/10 (mostly the old soundtrack, with time it becomes enervating)
Playability: 4\/10 (This is representing also the loading time and the design errors which can be a mess)
Story: 5\/10 (since this game isn't really making a lot out of the backdrop of the story)
Value: 3\/10 (Even at 9,99 it's too expensive since it isn't living up to the potential - wait till it gets cheap, real cheap)

Overall: 5\/10 (This average is a representing my own opinion, the game isn't the best in the painkiller series and as such you
could decide if you require it or if you pass and try playing the other games).. Played less than an hour atm, but like it already.
Rooms: The Unsolvable Puzzle reminds me Spooky Door on mobile, but this game is much better; graphics and in-depth
puzzles

Highly recommended!. Gnomes Garden New home is a time\/resource management game simliar to the 12 Labours of
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Hercules. It's a fun game, has nice graphics, okay music\/sounds and controls well. You start with one gnome and can upgrade
up to 3. You build various buildings and unlock other characters, a fireman and a sorcerous that can be upgraded up to 3 also.
There's an annoying little green guy who the fireman chases off, but if he catches you it causes confusion. If you like the genre,
pick it up.. The movement is a bit hard to control. One of the best local multiplayer in a long time. Awesome music.. I think
packs like this need to be more cheap, don\u00b4t add anything useful to the game, I prefer a better economic system and a
open world start than a new skin for the seats.

But is beautiful and support the develop of a great game, that\u00b4s why I recommend..
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